## DATE-SHEET FOR B.E./B.E. (MBA) 8TH SEMESTER EXAMINATION (Regular & Reappear) TO BE HELD IN MAY, 2015

(_THEORY EXAMINATIONS)_

**Time of Examination:** 2.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.

### NOTE:
- SR. NO. MENTIONED AGAINST EACH PAPER IS FOR OFFICE USE ONLY & OPEN THE PAPER AFTER TALLYING WITH THE CONTENTS VIZ SUBJECT & TITLE OF PAPER.

---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
**MAY, 2015**
19th, Tuesday | IBM 801: Business Research (6728) (Common) | IBM 801: Business Research (6728) (Common) | IBM 801: Business Research (6728) (Common) | IBM 801: Business Research (6728) (Common) | --- | --- | --- |
25th Monday | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |

### NOTE:
- THE CANDIDATES ARE NOT PERMITTED TO CARRY ANY COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT SUCH AS MOBILE PHONE/PAGER, WIRELESS SET, SCANNER PEN, SCANNER/CAMERA OR ANY SUCH ELECTRONIC/DIGITAL GADGET ETC. INSIDE THE EXAMINATION HALL WHICH IS PUNISHABLE WITH DISQUALIFICATION FOR PERIOD OF TWO YEARS WITH THE SUBSEQUENT EXAMINATION.

### CENTRE OF EXAMINATION:
- Chandigarh-61: C.C.E.T., Sector-26
- Bajwara-2 (Hsp): Swami Sarvanand Giri PU Regional Centre

Prof. Parvinder Singh
Controller of Examinations

Chandigarh: 160014
Dated: 30.04.2015